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What is The Living UrnTM? 
The Living Urn TM  is a biodegradable urn and planting system that transforms the cremated remains of 
a loved one into a beautiful enduring tree and a living memory of your cherished family member. 

Why The Living UrnTM? 
The Living Urn TM  provides a means to honor our loved ones when they pass or Py growing a memory 

tree, we can celebrate and commemorate all they've given us in our life - the joy, the companionship, 
the love - and keep their memory present in our lives Grow a Living Memory with The Living UrnhM I 

How Does It Work? 
It's simple - purchase The Living Urn TM  from your funeral home Fill the urn with the cremated remains 
and place the urn back in the bamboo container for safe keeping Then, call (p00) 495-7029 ext 0 and 
select the premium tree seedling of your choice When your tree seedling arrives, follow the simple 
instructions provided and plant it with your urn at the location of your choice A beautiful memorial tree 
will then grow from the urn and the cremated remains to keep your loved one's memory present in your 
life' 

What Are My Tree Options? 
If you purchase a Living Urn TM  with a tree, you can choose from an Evergreen or Seasonal Tree 
seedling of your choice - tree seedlings will be shipped to your doorstep directly from our nursery 

Why Evergreens - Evergreens are famously hardy trees and can be planted most of the year These 
elegant, strong and resilient trees are easy to grow and will be shipped to you within 3 to 10 days from 
the time you place your order Choose a beautiful pine, spruce or cypress seedling and watch it grow 
into an enduring memory tree. 

Why Seasonal - Our Seasonal tree options include a wide range of more than 20 beautiful, diverse 
and popular species, and the tree types available to you are narrowed based on your geographic 
planting zone 

Unlike Evergreens, the Seasonal trees require some special consideration as to when and where they 
are planted (geographic planting zone) and how they are shipped (dormant state). Because there is a 
specific window of time when it is appropriate to plant a "Seasonal Tree", usually in the Spring and the 
Fall. we will ship it to your doorstep at the soonest optimal planting time If you choose this option for 
your memory tree, simply store your loved one's cremated remains and wait for your tree to arrive 
When It does, follow the simple instructions provided and plant the Living Urn TM  to grow your beautiful 
memory tree! 



What's Included with The Living UrnTM? 

Natural Bamboo Container - this beautiful handmade shell serves as an eco-friendly shipping container. Use 
it as an attractive urn cover for transporting & storing the urn while you wait for your seedling to arrive in the 
mail Made entirely from bamboo, a sustainable resource, this lovely container can be re-used for all kinds of 
purposes after you plant your Living Urn TM  (storing your loved one's belongings, as a flower pot in the garden, 
and more.— get creative!). ., 

Biodegradable Urn - this all natural, handmade urn is 
made from recycled plant materials. Its unique properties 
are ideal for healthy plant growth The eco-friendly 
production process involves only wetting and drying with 
pressure - no gluing, no chemicals, no machinery - 
resulting in a very small carbon footprint! 

Tree Seedlings 
Our premium tree 
seedlings are 
shipped to your 
doorstep and are 
guaranteed to arrive 
healthy and ready 
to plant with your 
Living Urn 1M! 1,  

Aged Wood Chips 
Place these around 
the base of the tree 
seedling to help the 
surr01-indln9 soil retain 
water and remain 
moist. They'll save 
water and create an 
environment in which 
your tree will thrive! 

Evergreen Shipping Tube 
Protects your seedling 
during shipping - you can 
also turn it into a fun bird 
feeder - see instructions on 
label 

/ 

Ash Neutralizing Mix 
This proprietary agent serves to 
offset elevated pH levels and 
dilute high sodium concentrations 
present in the remains so a 
beautiful and healthy memory tree 
can grow from your Living Urn TM! 

Premium Growth Mix 
This special mix is combined with soil and 
provides key nutrients that will promote the 
growth of a vibrant, healthy tree from your 
loved one's cremated remains. 


